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ABSTRACT

This contribution of this paper is to investigate the util-
ity of exploiting words and predicted detailed semantic tags
in the long history to enhance a standard trigram language
model. The paper builds on earlier work in the �eld that
also used words and tags in the long history, but o�ers a
cleaner, and ultimately much more accurate system by in-
tegrating the application of these new features directly into
the decoding algorithm. The features used in our mod-
els are derived using a set of complex questions about the
tags and words in the history, written by a linguist. Max-
imum entropy modelling techniques are then used to com-
bine these features with a standard trigram language model.
We evaluate the technique in terms of word error rate, on
Wall Street Journal test data.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, by virtue of their exibility, maximum en-
tropy (ME) methods have gained popularity in language
modeling. In particular, ME models allow the modeler to
integrate a variety of additional features into a base model,
such as a trigram language model. In the case of Rosen-
feld [8] and Lau et al. [6] these additional features were
long history word triggers, i.e. features that express indi-
vidual word occurrence in the long history. Zhang et al. [9]
extended this approach by integrating information from se-
mantic and syntactic tags, and the parse structure of previ-
ous sentences of the document being processed, in addition
to long history word triggers, into trigram language models.
This information was captured using \linguistic{question"
triggers which query either: (a) the tags of the words to
the left of, and in the same sentence as, the word being
predicted; or (b) parse structure and/or tags within any or
all of the previous sentences of the document to which the
word belongs that is being predicted; or both of (a) and
(b) together. Each of these questions then triggers a par-
ticular word in the vocabulary, i.e. raises the probability of
that word's being the next word of the document. Zhang et
al. [9] demonstrated a large perplexity reduction using lin-
guistic question triggers over the baseline trigram models.
The perplexity reduction obtained was 90% of that gained
by using long history word triggers. Moreover, almost all
(91%) of this reduction carried over into the model which
exploited all sources of information. More recently, Zhang
et al. [10] incorporated these techniques into a full speech
recognition system. Using the same set of linguistic ques-
tion triggers as in [9], a reduction of word error rate (WER)

of 0.8% was achieved on hotel reservation task (HRT) data.

In this paper, we replicate the experiment presented in
[10], with two notable di�erences. Firstly, we carried out ex-
periments using 1992 standard WSJ benchmark test data,
rather than data from the HRT domain. Secondly, we use
a stack decoder search engine to apply the long range lan-
guage models directly during search. In [10] the approach
taken was to rescore the N-best hypotheses output by the
speech recognition system. In e�ect we are employing a
higher order language model at an earlier stage. This re-
sulted in a considerable improvement in WER over previous
work [10].

In what follows, Section 2 provides a basic overview of
the language modeling techniques employed; Section 3 gives
an explanation of the linguistic information used; Section
4 introduces the tagger used; Section 5 describes the stack
decoder used; Section 6 presents the experiments; and Sec-
tion 7 discusses our results and indicates future research
directions.

2. THE LANGUAGE MODEL (LM)

2.1. ME Model

Our language models are maximum entropy (ME) models
of the following form:

P (wjh) = 

KY

k=0

�
fk(h;w)

k Pb(wjh) (1)

where:

w is the word we are predicting; h is the history of
w;  is a normalization coe�cient; K is the number of
triggers; �k(k = 0; 1; : : : ;K) is the weight of trigger fk;
fk(i = 0; 1; : : : ; K) are trigger functions. fk 2 f0; 1g;

In our experiments we use a conventional trigram lan-
guage model as the base language model. This was used as
the default distribution when building all ME models with
the exception of models which combined long{history word
triggers with linguistic{question triggers. In this case, the
model was two-stage. The �rst stage was a conventional
trigram model enhanced with long{history word triggers.
The second stage used this enhanced model as the default
distribution for a second ME model which integrated the
linguistic question triggers.

The improved iterative scaling technique [4] was used
to train the parameters in the ME models.
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2.2. Trigger selection

The linguistic{question information is embodied in our
model in the form of \triggers". A trigger pair qw = (q; w)
consists of a triggering question q together with a triggered
word w. The number of possible triggers is the product of
the number of questions with the number of words in the
vocabulary. This gives rise to too many features from which
to build an ME model in a reasonable time. We therefore
select only those trigger pairs which can be expected to
provide the most bene�t to the model. We use mutual in-
formation (MI) to select the most useful trigger pairs (for
more details of this and the use of triggers, see [8]).

We use only those trigger pairs having the highest mu-
tual information as the �nal trigger set.

3. ATR ENGLISH TAGGER & LINGUISTIC
QUESTION TRIGGERS

The ATR English tag set is unrestricted in its coverage,
and particularly detailed and comprehensive, vis-a-vis other
existing tagsets. For detailed presentations, see [2, 3].

Each verb, noun, adjective and adverb in the ATR
tagset includes a semantic label, chosen from 42 noun-
/adjective/adverb categories and 29 verb/verbal cate-
gories, some overlap existing between these category sets.
Proper nouns, plus certain adjectives and certain nu-
merical expressions, are further categorized via an ad-
ditional 35 \proper{noun" categories. These seman-
tic categories are intended for any \Standard{American{
English" text, in any domain. Sample categories include:
\physical.attribute" (nouns/adjectives/adverbs), \alter"
(verbs/verbals), \interpersonal.act" (nouns/adjectives/-
adverbs/verbs/verbals), \orgname" (proper nouns), and
\zipcode" (numericals). They were developed by the ATR
grammarian and then proven and re�ned via day{in{day{
out tagging for six months at ATR by two human \tree-
bankers", then via four months of tagset{testing{only work
at Lancaster University (UK) by �ve treebankers, with
daily interactions among treebankers, and between the tree-
bankers and the ATR grammarian. The semantic catego-
rization is, of course, in addition to an extensive syntactic
classi�cation, involving some 165 basic syntactic tags.

Each tagging within the ATR Treebank was entered by
hand by a professional expert in tagging with the ATR En-
glish Tagset [3]. This Treebank is used as training data for
an unrestricted{coverage tagger (and parser) of English [2].

The experiments reported here consist of adding
\linguistic{question constraints"1 to a baseline n{gram lan-
guage model. See [9] for examples of linguistic{question
triggers.

Although we can query full parse of the sentences, for
practicability, only the questions of querying the words and
tags of the words to the left of the word being predicted
are used only in the present experiments. Some examples
of these questions can be seen in [9].

4. THE TRIGRAM TAGGER

In the following experiments, the history was labelled using
a syntactic/semantic tagger. The tagset used is very rich,

1
as well as \word/word triggers"

states of monophones 126
states of left-dependent biphone 500

states of right-dependent biphone 500
states of triphone 1000

dimension of observation vector 25 (cep, dcep, deng)
number of mixtures of HMM 10

Table 1: HMnet parameters

containing around 3000 possible tags. After evaluating the
numerous tagging methods (see [1]), the trigram tagger was
selected. The model is the same as that used by Merialdo
[7]), except that the Katz backo� method [5] was used.

We trained this tagger on about 850,000 words drawn
from the ATR General English Treebank and tested on a
53,000 word test set drawn from the same treebank. The
accuracy rate was 79% for an exact match against the tree-
bank tag. However, with this tagset, often several tags are
acceptable. Testing against a test set containing all accept-
able tags would yield a higher and more realistic accuracy
�gure, 85% accurate at matching a list of correct tags.

5. THE STACK DECODER

The stack decoder, unlike other decoders such as Viterbi,
can be used easily with long range language models. The
stack decoder does not need to backtrack to �nd the word
history, because all the word sequence hypotheses, are saved
on the stack. The e�ciency resulting from this is a major
advantage of the stack decoder over other decoders for this
task. The stack decoder used in this paper was that of
Schuster [11]. The changes to the decoding algorithm made
to incorporate our enriched language model are shown in
Figure 1 and described below.

The stack is indexed in time. If stack t was chosen to
be extended, the search will �nd a new word using the pro-
nunciation dictionary and add this word to the end of all
the (word sequence) hypotheses in this stack. Next, acous-
tic and language model scores are given to each of these
extended hypotheses. Finally, if this score is higher than a
prede�ned beam threshold, then each extended hypothesis
is added to the stack corresponding to the end time of the
inserted word.

6. THE EXPERIMENTS

6.1. Model training

We carried out this experiment using the 1992 WSJ bench-
mark evaluation data. For training the acoustic model, we
used all the speaker independent training data distributed
with this benchmark test (84 speakers). The acoustic mod-
els were trained using the ATRSPREC toolkit, resulting
in an HMnet-format acoustic model. Table. 1 shows the
HMnet model parameters. In order to use the Nozomi de-
coder, this HMnet-format acoustic model was mapped to
HTK format. The �nal model consisted of 6859 physical
models and 77658 logical models.

For training a baseline trigram language model, we used
a corpus of newspaper text drawn from 1987{1996 Wall



EXTEND stack S with word w

FOREACH hypothesis hp0; hp1; : : : ; hpN in the current stack

(The hypothesis hpi is a word sequence w0w1 : : : wL where L is the number of words in this hypothesis)

GET new word sequence w0w1 : : : wLwL+1 (wL+1 = w)

TAG this word sequence, to obtain tag sequence t0t1 : : : tLtL+1

FOREACH j 2 f0; 1; : : : ; L+ 1g

Create history hj = w0w1 : : : wj�1 + t0t1 : : : tj�1 + history derived from previous sentences

Find active word triggers and question triggers based on hj and use Equation 1 to get P (wj jhj)

Calculate PLM (hpi) =
QL

j=0
P (wj jhj)

Create a new hypothesis and push this hypothesis to another stack

Figure 1: Stack Extend Process

Street Journal and Associated Press Newswire in equal pro-
portion. Certain types of words were mapped to generic
tokens representing the class of word. These were: words
representing time of day (e.g. 12:21), dates (e.g. 11/02/64),
price expressions (e.g. $100) and year expressions (e.g.
1970{1999). The mapping was done using simple regular-
expression pattern matching. The substitutions were imple-
mented to assist the trigram model, which is unable to ask
questions about the internal structure of words and cannot
be expected to form useful n-grams from this class of words.
The linguistic questions, however, being able to query the
word's internal structure, were more e�ective on the raw
words themselves and were used in that way. The vocab-
ulary, and therefore the words being predicted, was con-
structed from data in which these tokens had been mapped.
In total, the training data consisted of 20 million words.

Using the same 20 million training words as for the tri-
gram model, and the techniques described in section 2.2,
long history word triggers were selected. A language model
(referred to as trigram + WTmodels), integrating long his-
tory word triggers with a baseline trigram model was built.
This language model was also used as the base model into
which we incorporated linguistic question triggers.

As the training data for the tagger used in these experi-
ments, we use a 181,000{word subset of the approximately{
1{million{word ATR General English Treebank [3]. This
treebank subset consists exclusively of text drawn from As-
sociated Press newswire and Wall Street Journal articles.
The 181,000 words are partitioned into a training set of
167,000 words and a test set of 14,000 words. We utilize
this portion only of the treebank, as opposed to the entire
corpus, in order to match the text type of the raw data set
used to train our baseline n{gram language model, which
composed of AP and WSJ text in roughly the same propor-
tions. This tagged data was used to train the following two
language models. The �rst referred to as \trigram+Q's",
integrated question triggers with a base trigram model;
the second referred to as \trigram+Wtmodel+Q's" inte-
grated question triggers with a base long history word trig-
ger model (ie. with \trigram+WTmodel"). The number of
triggers used in the various model components is shown in
Table 2.

trigram models 19550/176923/200768(uni/bi/tri)
word triggers 25160
question triggers 34969
question numbers 6455

Table 2: Number of constraints in the models

6.2. Recognition Error Rate

Our test data consisted of the 1992 ARPAWSJ Evaluation
data. The sentences in the evaluation data were grouped
into (usually very short) paragraphs. Since we are relying
on the long-range history for contextual information, only
paragraphs containing 6 or more sentences were used. A
total of 21 paragraphs, containing 184 sentences, were se-
lected from the directory si et jr of the 1992 WSJ CD-ROM
as test speech data. Some example sentences are listed in
2.

The recognition results are shown in Table 3. In this
table, \trigram" is the error of the base trigram model be-
fore any ME training. \trigram+WTModel" is the error of
the ME model which combines long history word triggers
with the base trigram model. \trigram+Q's" is the error
of the ME model combining question triggers with the base
trigram model. \trigram+WTModel+Q's" is the error of
the full ME model (using all the features) after training.

The results from this experiment are very similar in
character to the results presented in [10]. However, the
WER reduction in the WSJ domain is considerably better
than in the hotel-reservation-task domain. Using all fea-
tures in the ME model, Zhang et al. [10], obtained their
best improvement in WER of 0.8%, but the correspond-
ing result on WSJ data is WER is 1.6%. This signi�cant
increase in performance is due to the fact that in these ex-
periments we incorporated the additional features directly
into the stack decoder search algorithm rather than in a
post-decoding �lter.



AMERICA NP1CNTRYNM WEST NP1GENPLCNM AIRLINES NP1INSTIT LIKE IILIKE MOST DAT
OTHER DAR AMERICAN JJCNTRYPROV AIRLINE NN1SYSTEM COMPANIES NN2SYSTEM
THIS DD1 YEAR NR1 SUSTAINED VVNPROCESSIVE ITS APP$ WORST JJTDEGREE FINAN-
CIAL JJMONEY STANDINGS NN1FUNCTION EVER RRTIME

WEDNESDAY MDATEWORD THE AT COMPANY NN1SYSTEM ANNOUNCED VVDVERBAL-ACT
A AT1 NET JJSTATUS LOSS NN1PROBLEM FOR IIFOR THE AT FOURTH MDWORD QUAR-
TER NN1TIME OF IIOF NINETEEN MDATEWORD21 NINETY MDATEWORD22 ONE MC1WORD

Figure 2: An example of tagged (test) data

Model WER (%) Change(%)
trigram 25.65 {
trigram + WTModel 25.01 0.64
trigram + Q's 24.42 1.13
trigram + WTModel + Q's 24.07 1.57

Table 3: The recognition results

7. DISCUSSION

The experiments presented here have focused on showing
that we can glean useful information from the linguistic
analysis of syntactic and semantic tags in the history of the
word being predicted. Previous experiments demonstrated
that this information gives a reduction in perplexity, of 88%
(90% on WSJ [9]) of that provided by the long{range word
triggers used by [8]. Moreover, when these triggers are used
in conjunction with a model incorporating long{range word
triggers, 93% (91% on WSJ [9]) of the perplexity gain from
both sources is inherited by the new model. When the
technique (restricted to questions about tagged text in the
history) is integrated into a speech recognition system, the
error rate of the system is reduced. The gain in error rate
by incorporating linguistic questions is approximately dou-
ble that of the long history word triggers in the experiments
reported in [10], and two and a half times in these exper-
iments. When both sets of features are used, most of the
error rate improvement from both techniques is passed on.
This indicates that the information we are providing is new
and complementary. This is in line with our intuition, given
the nature of the questions we ask.

The work presented here together with [9][10] represents
a �rst step in exploiting tags and parse structure in the ex-
trasentential history to assist a language model. Even at
this early stage, it is clear from the results of these exper-
iments that there is a signi�cant amount of useful infor-
mation for a language model in the parses and tags in the
history. We feel that further improvements can be made
by developing the language used to ask these questions and
thereby improving their expressive power. Although im-
practicable at present, it would also be desirable to extend
the technique to query the parse structure of the history.
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